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Precedence-effect-induced enhancement of
prepulse inhibition in socially reared
but not isolation-reared rats
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Peking University, Beijing, China

Attention to a prepulse presented shortly before a startling stimulus enhances prepulse inhibition (PPI) of
startle in normal people, but not in schizophrenics. Fear conditioning for the prepulse enhances PPI in socially
reared, but not isolation-reared, rats. In humans, selective attention to acoustic signals against masking can be
facilitated by precedence-effect-induced perceived spatial separation between the signal and the masker. This
study investigated whether perceived spatial separation between a prepulse and a noise masker enhances PPI
in socially reared rats and isolation-reared rats. The results show that both PPI and conditioning-induced PPI
enhancement were larger in socially reared rats than in isolation-reared rats. More important, in socially reared,
but not isolation-reared, rats, a further PPI enhancement was induced by precedence-effect-induced perceived
separation between a prepulse and a masker only after the prepulse became fear conditioned. Thus, perceived
separation facilitates normal rats’ attention to a conditioned prepulse and enhances PPI. Isolation rearing impairs
rats’ ability to attend to ecologically significant acoustic events.

Prepulse inhibition (PPI) is the normal reduction of the
amplitude of the startle reflex in response to an intense
startling stimulus (pulse) when the startling stimulus is
preceded a short time before by a weaker, nonstartling sensory stimulus (prepulse) (Buckland, Buckland, Jamieson,
& Ison, 1969; Pickney, 1976; for reviews, see Hoffman &
Ison, 1980; Ison & Hoffman, 1983; L. Li & Yue, 2002).
Graham (1975) proposed a protection-of-processing theory for justifying the function of PPI that dampens the disruptive influence from startle. Since consequences of PPI
include the reduction of behavioral responses to disruptive
stimuli by regulating the motor system and/or the premotor system, PPI has been generally recognized as a simple
operational measure of sensorimotor gating. The magnitude of PPI has also been widely used as a measure of the
salience of the prepulse stimulus in rodents (Barsz, Ison,
Snell, & Walton, 2002; Carlson & Willott, 1996; J. Huang
et al., 2007; Ison, Agrawal, Pak, & Vaughn, 1998; Ison
& Bowen, 2000; Leitner & Girten, 1997; L. Li, Korngut,
Frost, & Beninger, 1998; Turner, Brozoski, Bauer, Parrish,
& Myers, 2006; Young & Fechter, 1983; Zou, Huang, Wu,
& Li, 2007).
Although the pathway mediating PPI is located in the
brainstem (for a review, see L. Li & Yue, 2002), PPI can
be modulated by higher order central processing. In humans, selective attention to the prepulse enhances PPI
(e.g., Filion & Poje, 2003; Heekeren, Meincke, Geyer,
& Gouzoulis-Mayfrank, 2004; Schell, Wynn, Dawson,
Sinaii, & Niebala, 2000; Thorne, Dawsona, & Schell,

2005), and PPI is more pronounced when the prepulse
is emotionally salient than when it is a neutral stimulus
(Bradley, Codispoti, & Lang, 2006; Bradley, Cuthbert, &
Lang, 1993). In rats with normal rearing, when the prepulse becomes fear conditioned (J. Huang et al., 2007;
N. X. Li et al., 2008; Zou et al., 2007) or fear-extinction
conditioned (Röskam & Koch, 2006), PPI is markedly
enhanced, suggesting that the facilitation of rats’ selective attention to the prepulse and/or the spatial location of
the prepulse can be built up when the prepulse becomes
ecologically significant. To further confirm the effects of
selective attention to a prepulse on PPI in rats, new testing
paradigms, in which selective attention is clearly involved,
need to be established.
In a noisy, reverberant environment, listeners receive
not only sound waves that directly emanate from various
sources, but also reflections from surfaces at various locations. In such an environment, to perceptually segregate a
target signal from other disruptive stimuli, perceptual integration of correlated sound waves is critical. Only when
the target stimulus is not highly correlated with disruptive
stimuli does the brain have a better chance to segregate the
target percept from disruptor percepts. Otherwise, the auditory scene will be cluttered and confusing. Humans with
normal hearing have the ability to perceptually integrate
correlated sound waves. When the time interval between
the direct wave coming from the source and a reflected
wave of the source is sufficiently short, attributes of the
delayed reflection are perceptually captured by the direct
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wave (L. Li, Qi, He, Alain, & Schneider, 2005), leading
to a single fused image whose point of origin is perceived
to be around the location of the leading source. This phenomenon is called the precedence effect (Blauert, 1997;
L. Li & Yue, 2002; Litovsky, Colburn, Yost, & Guzman,
1999; Wallach, Newman, & Rosenzweig, 1949). Since a
source is usually more correlated with its time-delayed
reflections and less correlated (or uncorrelated) with other
sources, the perceptual integration associated with the
precedence effect facilitates perceived spatial segregation
of signals from various sources.
In humans, the importance of perceptual fusion of
correlated sound waves for recognizing speech signals
has been experimentally demonstrated (e.g., Freyman,
Helfer, McCall, & Clifton, 1999; Y. Huang et al., 2008;
L. Li, Daneman, Qi, & Schneider, 2004; Rakerd, Aaronson, & Hartmann, 2006; Wu et al., 2005). For example,
on the basis of the principle of the precedence effect,
when both the target speech and the masker (either speech
masker or noise masker) are presented by a loudspeaker
to the listener’s left and by another loudspeaker to the
listener’s right, the perceived location of the target and
that of the masker can be manipulated by changing the
delay between the two loudspeakers for the target signal
and the masker signal (L. Li et al., 2004). Recognizing
target speech is significantly better under the condition
of perceived target–masker spatial separation than under
the condition of perceived target–masker colocation,
even though neither the masker energy at each ear nor
the masker-image compactness/diffusiveness is substantially changed. The reduction of masking is caused by
improved selective attention to the target.
It has been well documented that the precedence effect can be demonstrated in behaving laboratory animals,
including rats (e.g., Hoeffding & Harrison, 1979; Kelly,
1974), cats (e.g., Cranford & Oberholtzer, 1976; Dent, Tollin, & Yin, 2004), and birds (e.g., Dent & Dooling, 2004;
Spitzer & Takahashi, 2006). However, it has not been shown
in the literature whether, in laboratory animals, precedenceinduced perceived spatial separation unmasks target sounds.
The purpose of this study was to investigate whether the
precedence-induced perceived spatial separation between a
prepulse and a masker can facilitate PPI.
Schizophrenic patients usually suffer from impaired
sensory gating that filters out distracting stimuli to ensure useful information processing (for reviews, see Braff,
Geyer, & Swerdlow, 2001; Geyer, Krebs-Thomson, Braff,
& Swerdlow, 2001). PPI deficits occur in schizophrenic
patients and schizotypal personality disordered subjects
(e.g., Braff et al., 1978; Braff, Swerdlow, & Geyer, 1999;
Dawson, Schell, Hazlett, Nuechterlein, & Filion, 2000;
Kumari, Soni, Mathew, & Sharma, 2000; Swerdlow et al.,
2006). The neurodevelopmental hypothesis of schizophrenia emphasizes the substantial influence of early-life
environmental factors upon the processes of brain maturation (McGrath, Feron, Burne, Mackay-Sim, & Eyles,
2003; Meyer, Feldon, Schedlowskib, & Yee, 2005; van den
Buuse, Garner, & Koch, 2003; Weinberger, 1987). For establishing an animal developmental model for studying
schizophrenia, one of the early-life manipulations in labo-

ratory rats is isolation rearing after weaning (21 days after
birth; for a review, see Weiss & Feldon, 2001). In rats,
either early maternal separation or social isolation induces
PPI deficits (e.g., Cilia, Hatcher, & Reavill, 2005; N. X. Li
et al., 2008; van den Buuse et al., 2003). In schizophrenic
patients, attentional modulation of PPI is impaired (Dawson, Hazlett, Filion, Nuechterlein, & Schell, 1993; Hazlett
et al., 2003; Hazlett et al., 2007); in rats with isolation
rearing, the conditional enhancement of PPI is impaired
(N. X. Li et al., 2008). Moreover, as compared with normal controls and anxiety patients, schizophrenic patients
perform much worse with noise in forward-masking
and backward-masking tasks (Kallstrand, Montnémery,
Nielzn, & Olsson, 2002), suggesting that the perceptual
salience of target signals is more vulnerable to noise
masking in schizophrenics. Recognition of a target sound
against a noisy background needs selective attention to
the target, and, as was mentioned above, perceived spatial
separation between a target sound and a masker facilitates
listeners’ selective attention to the target even when the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is not substantially changed
(Freyman et al., 1999; L. Li et al., 2004). It is important
to know whether schizophrenics are less able to perceptually segregate the target sound (such as a prepulse) from
irrelevant sounds.
This study was performed to investigate whether perceptual separation between a prepulse and a masker affects PPI in rats before and after the prepulse becomes
fear conditioned. Moreover, to further advance the animal
model for investigating both the neural bases and cognitive features of schizophrenia, this study also investigated
whether isolation rearing affects the effects of perceived
spatial separation.
One audible component of the rats’ vocal response to
tail pain has been called chatter, characterized by a fundamental frequency ( f 0) plus several harmonics (Jourdan,
Ardid, Chapuy, Eschalier, & Le Bars, 1995). Frequencyfollowing responses are sustained neural potentials based
on precisely phase-locked neural activities elicited by
low- to medium-frequency periodical sound waveforms
(Marsh, Worden, & Smith, 1970). We recently used the
vowel-like chatter with an f 0 of 2.1 kHz as an acoustic
stimulus and found that frequency-following responses
to the f 0 can be reliably recorded in anesthetized rats’
amygdala and auditory midbrain inferior colliculus (Du,
Huang, Wu, Galbraith, & Li, 2007). We plan to use this
neurophysiological recording method to trace the central
representation of the prepulse signal during the measurement of acoustic startle responses in awake rats before
and after the prepulse is fear conditioned. For the purpose
of linking the present behavioral study with our future
combined behavioral and neurophysiological studies, a
150-msec section of the chatter was used as the prepulse
stimulus in this study.
METHOD
Subjects
Thirty-two male Sprague-Dawley rats (Vital-River Experimental Animals Technology Ltd., Beijing) at the age of weaning
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Procedure
For the first 3 successive days, the rat was placed into the restraining cage, where it was held during the measurement of the startle
reflex (Zou et al., 2007), and was exposed to a broadband noise
(0–10 kHz, 55 dB SPL), which was continuously presented via each
of the two horizontal loudspeakers, for 30 min each day. During the
restraining period, neither the prepulse nor the startling noise was
presented. This procedure’s purpose was to adapt the rat to the cage
and testing chamber.
On the 4th day, premanipulation PPI was measured. The rat was
placed in the cage for 5 min, receiving 10 presentations of the startling stimulus without prepulse presentation. The interval between
the startling stimuli was about 30 sec (varying from 25 to 35 sec).
Then three testing sessions were conducted.
In Session 1, the prepulse (55 dB SPL) was presented in quiet
from each of the two horizontal loudspeakers, with the onset delay
between the two loudspeakers being either 11 msec (left leading) or
21 msec (right leading). Due to the precedence effect, the attributes
of the prepulse from the lagging loudspeaker were perceptually captured by those from the leading loudspeaker (L. Li et al., 2005), and
a single fused prepulse image was perceived as coming from the
leading loudspeaker. The 1-msec intersound delay was within the
range for producing perceptual fusion in behaving rats (Kelly, 1974).
Fifty milliseconds after the offset of the prepulse, the startling noise
burst was presented via the top loudspeaker. Then a new trial started
about 30 sec (varying from 25 to 35 sec) after the offset of the prepulse. Ten trials with the prepulse and 10 trials without the prepulse
were presented in a random manner.
In Sessions 2 and 3, the prepulse was presented from each of
the two horizontal loudspeakers, with the prepulse onset delay between the two loudspeakers being either 11 msec (left leading) or
21 msec (right leading). In addition to the prepulse, a broadband
noise (0–10 kHz, 55 dB SPL) was continuously delivered from each
of the two horizontal loudspeakers throughout the whole session
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Startle Response Measurement and the Prepulse
The rat’s whole-body startle reflex, which was induced by a
10-msec broadband noise burst (100 dB SPL) delivered by a loudspeaker above the rat’s head, was measured by a custom-made electrical scale (National Key Laboratory on Machine Perception, Peking University) in a soundproof chamber (for details, see J. Huang
et al., 2007; N. X. Li et al., 2008; Zou et al., 2007). A 150-msec
section of the rat’s call in response to tail-clamping pain was delivered by each of the two additional loudspeakers (which were placed
horizontally in the frontal field, with a 100º separation angle) as
the prepulse.
The procedure for producing the prepulse stimulus was the following. A train of tail-pain chatter (Figure 1A) was recorded from
1 rat in response to tail-clamping pain in a soundproof chamber and
was digitized at a 44.1-kHz sampling rate and 16-bit resolution. A
fragment of 150-msec chatter without any amplitude modulation
or frequency modulation was isolated from a single chatter burst
(Figure 1B), was tapered with 5-msec linear onset/offset ramps (Figure 1C), and was used as the prepulse stimulus in this study. The
spectrum of the prepulse stimulus showed an f 0 at 2.1 kHz and two
harmonics at 4.2 kHz (h2) and 6.3 kHz (h3) (Figure 1D).
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(21 days old) were randomly assigned to a socially reared group
(16 rats) and an isolation-reared group (16 rats). Each group was
further randomly divided into an auditory fear-conditioning subgroup (8 rats) and a conditioning-control subgroup (8 rats). For
isolation-reared rats, each individual was housed in a single transparent plastic cage (48 3 30 3 18 cm). For socially reared rats,
3 individuals were housed in a cage with the same dimensions. All
the rats were kept in the same room for 8 weeks before testing,
under a temperature of 2462ºC and a 12-h light:dark cycle, with
food and water freely available. The rearing procedures have been
described in detail elsewhere (N. X. Li et al., 2008; N. X. Li, Wu,
& Li, 2007).
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Figure 1. Waveform and spectrums of the prepulse. (A) A train
of ongoing tail-pain chatters, emitted by a rat in response to tailclamping pain, was recorded in a soundproof chamber and was
digitized at a 44.1-kHz sampling rate and 16-bit resolution. An
individual charter burst (in the dashed box) was selected. (B) A
150-msec stimulus fragment was further isolated in the middle of
the selected chatter burst. (C) A 5-msec linear ramp was added
in the onset and offset of the isolated stimulus fragment, and then
the fragment became the prepulse stimulus. (D) The spectrum of
the prepulse had a fundamental frequency (F0) at 2.1 kHz and
two harmonics at 4.2 kHz (h2) and 6.3 kHz (h3).
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Data Analyses
The amount of PPI was calculated with the following generally
used formula:
PPI (%) 5 (amplitude to startling sound alone 2 amplitude to
startling sound preceded by prepulse) / (amplitude to startling sound
alone) 3 100%.
The amount of PPI gain due to perceived spatial separation was
calculated using the following formula:
PPI Gain by PSS (%) =
PPI−4 /Sep − PPI−4 / Nosep PPI 4 /Sep − PPI 4 / Nosep
+
PPI−4 /NNosep
PPI 4 / Nosep
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as the masker. The onset of the noise presented from the left loudspeaker led that from the right loudspeaker by 1 msec (11 msec)
in one session and lagged behind that from the right loudspeaker
by 1 msec (21 msec) in the other session, leading to a single fused
noise image being perceived at the left loudspeaker in one session
and at the right loudspeaker in the other session, due to the precedence effect. The level of the prepulse was adjusted to produce
two SNRs, 4 and 24 dB, in each of the two sessions. Thus, each of
the two perceived spatial relationships between the target and the
masker (perceived colocation and perceived spatial separation) was
induced in each of the last two sessions (Sessions 2 and 3). In each
of the last two sessions, 10 trials were assigned to each of the four
(2 3 2) SNR/spatial relationship combinations, and 10 trials were
assigned to the no-prepulse condition.
On the 5th day, all the subgroups underwent the manipulation of
fear conditioning or the manipulation of conditioning control. The
acoustic conditioned stimulus (CS) was the prepulse delivered by
each of the two horizontal loudspeakers, with a left/right-leading
balance. On the basis of previous studies (Sikes & Vogt, 1992; Villanueva, Bing, Bouhassira, & Le Bars, 1989), the unconditioned
stimulus (US) was a 6-mA rectangular-pulse (duration 5 3 msec)
footshock using Grass S-88 stimulator (Grass, Quincy, MA). The
short duration of footshock applied in this and our previous studies
(J. Huang et al., 2007; N. X. Li et al., 2008; Zou et al., 2007) removed
any potential effects of escaping movement, which might occur if
the duration of the footshock was long (e.g., 500 msec).
For the two fear-conditioning subgroups, 20 precisely combined
pairs of the CS and US (the US started 3 msec before the CS ending
and coterminated with the CS) were presented every 30 sec. For the
two conditioning-control subgroups, the pairing of the CS and US
was temporally randomized and repeated 20 times.
On the 6th day (24 h after the manipulation of fear conditioning or
the manipulation of conditioning control), PPI was measured, using
the same three-session procedure.
On the 7th day, the two fear-conditioning subgroups underwent
the manipulation of auditory fear extinction, during which the CS
was presented every 30 sec, without pairing with the US, for 60
times (3 sessions with 20 presentations in each and 10-min intersession intervals).
On the 8th day (24 h after the extinction manipulation), PPI in
rats with the extinction manipulation was measured, using the same
three-session procedure.
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Figure 2. Upper panel: The group-mean magnitudes of startle
before manipulations in socially reared rats and in isolationreared rats. The startle magnitude in isolation-reared rats was
significantly higher than that in socially reared rats. Lower
panel: The group-mean magnitudes of prepulse inhibition (PPI)
before manipulations in socially reared rats and in isolationreared rats. The PPI magnitude in isolation-reared rats was
significantly lower than that in socially reared rats. Error bars
represent the standard errors of the means. *p , .05. **p ,
.01, by one-way ANOVA.
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where, PSS represents perceived spatial separation between the prepulse and noise masker; 24 and 4 represent the SNR of 24 and
14 dB, respectively; and Sep and Nosep represents the condition
with perceived spatial separation and the condition without perceived spatial separation, respectively.
Statistical Analyses
ANOVAs were performed and were followed by Bonferroni post
hoc tests, using SPSS 11.5 software (for details, see the Results section). The null-hypothesis rejection level was set at .05.

Effects of Social Isolation on the Startle Reflex
and PPI Before Fear Conditioning
The upper panel of Figure 2 shows the group-mean amplitudes of the startle reflex in socially reared rats and in
isolation-reared rats before the manipulation of fear conditioning or the manipulation of conditioning control. The
startle amplitude in isolation-reared rats appears to have
been larger than that in socially reared rats. A one-way
ANOVA confirmed that startle amplitude in isolationreared rats was significantly larger than that in socially
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Figure 3. Startle amplitudes under no-masking conditions before and after different manipulations for each of the four
subgroups. Note that both the manipulation of fear conditioning and the manipulation of conditioning control caused a
marked enhancement of startle in both socially reared rats and isolation-reared rats. Also, startle amplitudes after the extinction manipulation decreased to the preconditioning level in rats with the manipulation of fear conditioning. Error bars
represent the standard errors of the means. *p , .05. **p , .01, by one-way ANOVA and Bonferroni post hoc tests.

reared rats [F(1,30) 5 4.2, p , .05]. Additional one-way
ANOVAs showed that before manipulations, there was
no difference in startle amplitude either between the two
socially reared subgroups or between the two isolationreared subgroups ( p . .05).
The lower panel of Figure 2 shows that group-mean PPI
in socially reared rats was larger than that in isolationreared rats before the manipulation of fear conditioning
or the manipulation of conditioning control. A one-way
ANOVA indicated that the difference in PPI between socially reared rats and isolation-reared rats was significant

[F(1,30) 5 8.4, p , .01]. Additional one-way ANOVAs
showed that before manipulations, there was no significant difference in PPI either between the two socially
reared subgroups or between the two isolation-reared
subgroups ( p . .05).
Effects of Auditory Fear Conditioning or
Conditioning-Control Manipulation on
Startle Reflex and PPI
Figure 3 shows the startle amplitudes for each of the
four subgroups before and after manipulations when the
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Figure 4. Prepulse inhibition (PPI) under no-masking conditions before and after different manipulations in each of
the four subgroups. Note that the manipulation of fear conditioning, but not the manipulation of conditioning control,
caused a marked enhancement in PPI in socially reared rats, but a much weaker enhancement in isolation-reared rats.
Also, PPI after the extinction manipulation decreased to the preconditioning level in socially reared rats with the manipulation of fear conditioning. Error bars represent the standard errors of the means. *p , .05. **p , .01, by one-way
ANOVA and Bonferroni post hoc tests.

noise masker was not presented. Generally, either the
manipulation of fear conditioning or the manipulation of
conditioning control enhanced the baseline startle.
A 2 (rearing type: social, isolation) 3 2 (manipulation
type: fear conditioning, conditioning control) 3 2 (testing time: preconditioning/control, post-fear-conditioning/
control) three-way ANOVA showed that the main effects
of testing time [F(1,56) 5 19.254, p , .001] and rearing
type [F(1,56) 5 9.423, p , .01] were significant but the
main effect of manipulation type was not significant ( p .
.05) and all the interactions were not significant ( p . .05).

Thus, there were no differences between the manipulation
of fear conditioning and the manipulation of conditioning
control in causing the increase of startle amplitude, and
the startle amplitude in isolation-reared rats was generally
larger than that in socially reared rats.
To examine the effect of extinction for the two subgroups
with the manipulation of fear conditioning (the two upper
panels of Figure 3), a 2 (rearing type) 3 3 (testing time:
preconditioning, postconditioning, postextinction) twoway ANOVA showed that the main effects of rearing type
[F(1,42) 5 7.4, p , .01] and testing time on startle am-
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plitude [F(1,42) 5 6.0, p , .01] were significant but the
interaction between rearing type and testing time was not
significant ( p . .05). Bonferroni post hoc tests showed
significant differences between preconditioning and postconditioning testing ( p , .05), between postconditioning
and postextinction testing ( p , .05), but not between preconditioning and postextinction testing ( p . .05). Thus,
extinction significantly reduced the startle amplitude in
both socially reared and isolation-reared rats.
These results indicate that isolation-reared rats exhibited larger startle than did socially reared rats; both
precisely and randomly temporal combinations of the
prepulse with footshock significantly enhanced startle
in both socially reared and isolation-reared rats, and for
rats with the manipulation of fear conditioning, the startle
enhancement was substantially reduced following the extinction manipulation.
Figure 4 shows PPI for each of the four subgroups
before and after different manipulations when the noise
masker was not presented. Clearly, a marked increase in
PPI occurred only in the socially reared subgroup with
fear conditioning.
A 2 (rearing type) 3 2 (manipulation type) 3 2 (testing
time: preconditioning/control, postconditioning/control)
three-way ANOVA showed that the main effects of rearing type [F(1,56) 5 23.646, p , .001], manipulation type
[F(1,56) 5 4.321, p , .05], and testing time [F(1,56) 5
5.354, p , .05]; the three-factor interaction [F(1,56) 5
4.675, p , .05]; and the interaction between manipulation
type and testing time [F(1,56) 5 5.643, p , .05] were significant, but that neither the interaction between rearing
type and testing time nor the interaction between rearing
type and manipulation type was significant ( p . .05).
For the two subgroups with the manipulation of fear
conditioning (the two upper panels of Figure 4), a 2 (rearing type) 3 3 (testing time) two-way ANOVA showed
that the main effects of rearing type [F(1,42) 5 24.6,
p , .001] and testing time [F(1,42) 5 5.3, p , .01] and
the interaction between rearing type and testing time
[F(1,42) 5 3.3, p , .05] were significant. For socially
reared rats receiving the manipulation of fear conditioning, a one-way ANOVA showed that the effect of testing time was significant [F(2,21) 5 7.0, p , .01], and
Bonferroni post hoc tests showed significant differences
between preconditioning and postconditioning testing
( p , .01) and between postconditioning and postextinction testing ( p , .05) but not between preconditioning
and postextinction testing ( p . .05). For isolation-reared
rats receiving the manipulation of fear conditioning, a
one-way ANOVA showed that the effect of testing time
was not significant ( p . .05).
For the two subgroups with the manipulation of conditioning control (the two lower panels of Figure 4), a
2 (rearing type) 3 2 (testing time) two-way ANOVA indicated that the main effect of rearing type on PPI was
significant [F(1,28) 5 4.8, p , .05], but neither the main
effect of testing time nor the interaction between rearing
type and testing time was significant ( p . .05).
These results indicate that the manipulation of fear conditioning, but not the manipulation of conditioning con-

trol, significantly enhanced PPI in socially reared rats, but
not in isolation-reared rats. When there was no masking
noise, the fear-conditioning-induced PPI enhancement in
socially reared rats was substantially reduced by the extinction manipulation.
Effects of Perceived Spatial Separation on PPI
Figure 5 shows PPI obtained under noise-masking conditions for the two subgroups receiving the manipulation
of fear conditioning. All three factors (SNR, manipulation, and perceived location) appear to have affected PPI
for the two subgroups. However, the manipulation effect
and the perceived-location effect appear to have been
much weaker in the isolation-reared subgroup.
For the socially reared rats receiving the manipulation
of fear conditioning (the three upper panels of Figure 5),
a 2 (SNR: 24 dB, 4 dB) 3 2 (perceived location: no
separation, separation) 3 3 (testing time: preconditioning, postconditioning, postextinction) repeated measures
ANOVA showed that all the three main effects were significant [SNR, F(1,7) 5 23.4, p , .01; perceived location,
F(1,7) 5 34.0, p , .01; testing time, F(2,6) 5 9.4, p ,
.05], the interaction between testing time and perceived
location was significant [F(2,6) 5 108.4, p , .001],
but all the other interactions were not significant ( ps .
.05). Separate 2 (SNR) 3 2 (location) repeated measures
ANOVAs showed that for the socially reared rats, the main
effect of perceived location on PPI was not significant
before the fear-conditioning manipulation ( p . .05) but
became significant after the fear-conditioning manipulation [F(1,7) 5 63.1, p , .001] and even after the extinction manipulation [F(1,7) 5 16.8, p , .01]. The main effect of SNR was significant ( p , .05), but the interaction
between SNR and perceived location was not significant
( p . .05), at each of the three testing stages.
For isolation-reared rats receiving the manipulation of
fear conditioning (the three lower panels of Figure 5), a
2 (SNR) 3 2 (location) 3 3 (testing time) repeated measures ANOVA showed that only the main effect of SNR
was significant [F(1,7) 5 22.8, p , .01].
Figure 6 shows PPI obtained under noise-masking conditions for two subgroups with the manipulation of conditioning control. For socially reared rats and isolationreared rats, separate 2 (SNR) 3 2 (perceived location) 3
2 (testing time) repeated measures ANOVAs showed that
only the main effect of SNR was significant [socially
reared, F(1,7) 5 29.1, p , .01; isolation reared F(1,7) 5
31.1, p , .01].
These results indicate that relative to perceived colocation of the prepulse and masker, perceived spatial separation between the prepulse and masker enhanced PPI only
in socially reared rats after the manipulation of fear conditioning had been conducted and even after the extinction
manipulation had been conducted.
PPI Gains Induced by Perceived
Spatial Separation
The PPI gain is used to indicate the PPI difference between the condition of perceived spatial separation and
that of perceived colocation of the prepulse and masker.
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Figure 5. Prepulse inhibition (PPI) under noise-masking conditions before and after the manipulation of fear conditioning
and the extinction manipulation, when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was either 24 or 14 dB and the prepulse and masker
were either perceptually separated (diagonal bars) or perceptually colocated (black bars) for the two subgroups receiving the
manipulation of fear conditioning. Note that perceived spatial separation had no effect on PPI before the manipulation of fear
conditioning in both socially reared and isolation-reared rats, but significantly enhanced PPI after the manipulation of fear
conditioning only in socially reared rats. Error bars represent the standard errors of the means. **p , .01, by ANOVA.

The PPI gains for each of the four subgroups before and
after a certain manipulation are shown in Figure 7.
For socially reared rats with the manipulation of fear
conditioning, a one-way ANOVA showed that the effect of
testing time on PPI gain was significant [F(2,21) 5 7.5,
p , .01]. Bonferroni post hoc tests showed that the difference in PPI gain was significant between preconditioning and postconditioning testing ( p , .01) and between
preconditioning and postextinction testing ( p , .05), but
not between postconditioning and postextinction testing,
( p . .05).
Other one-way ANOVAs showed that the effect of testing time on PPI gain was not significant for socially reared

rats with the conditioning control manipulation ( p . .05),
isolation-reared rats with the fear conditioning manipulation ( p . .05), or isolation-reared rats with the conditioning control manipulation ( p . .05).
These results confirm that perceived spatial separation
between the prepulse and masker enhanced PPI only in
socially reared rats and only after the manipulation of fear
conditioning had been conducted.
Discussion
The results of this study are consistent with previous
reports that fear conditioning of the prepulse enhances
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Figure 6. Prepulse inhibition (PPI) under noise-masking conditions before and after
the manipulation of conditioning control, when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was
either 24 or 14 dB and the prepulse and masker were either perceptually separated
(diagonal bars) or perceptually colocated (black bars) for the two subgroups receiving the manipulation of conditioning control. Note that perceived spatial separation
had no effect on PPI either before or after the manipulation of conditioning control in
both socially reared rats and isolation-reared rats. Error bars represent the standard
errors of the means.

PPI in normal rats (J. Huang et al., 2007; N. X. Li et al.,
2008; Zou et al., 2007) and that isolation rearing impairs
both PPI (Cilia et al., 2005; N. X. Li et al., 2008; van
den Buuse et al., 2003) and the fear-conditioning-induced
PPI enhancement (N. X. Li et al., 2008). Moreover, the
results of this study, for the first time, show that perceived
spatial separation between the fear-conditioned prepulse
and noise masker, which was induced by the precedence
effect, further enhanced PPI in socially reared rats, but not
in isolation-reared rats.

Following fear conditioning, PPI enhancement and
startle enhancement were not correlated. First, in socially
reared rats, both the manipulation of fear conditioning
and the manipulation of conditioning control enhanced
the baseline startle, but only fear conditioning enhanced
PPI. Also, in socially reared rats with fear conditioning,
the conditioning manipulation enhanced the baseline startle but decreased the amplitude of the prepulse-inhibited
startle response, indicating that the increase of PPI cannot be explained by the enhancement of baseline startle.
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Figure 7. Prepulse inhibition (PPI) gains induced by perceived spatial separation before and after manipulations for
each of the four subgroups. Note that the PPI gain induced by perceived spatial separation occurred after, but not before,
the manipulation of fear conditioning in socially reared rats, but not in isolation-reared rats. The PPI gain was smaller
but still significant after the extinction manipulation. The manipulation of conditioning control did not cause significant
PPI gains. Error bars represent the standard errors of the means. PSS: perceived spatial separation between the prepulse
and the noise masker. *p , .05. **p , .01, by one-way ANOVA and Bonferroni post hoc tests.

Moreover, the extinction manipulation in socially reared
rats with fear conditioning reduced the baseline startle but
did not affect the PPI gain caused by perceived spatial
separation. Finally, in isolation-reared rats, the baseline
startle, but not PPI, was significantly altered by either the
manipulation of fear conditioning or the manipulation of
conditioning control.
It has been known that the amplitude of the acoustic startle reflex is enhanced when a stimulus previously paired
with footshock is presented before the startling stimulus
(e.g., Brown, Kalish, & Farber, 1951; Davis, Schlesinger,

& Sorenson, 1989). However, this conditioned fear potentiation of startle depends largely on the interval between
the CS and the startling stimulus. For example, the Davis
et al. study (see their Figure 7) showed that when the onset
delay between the CS (fluorescent light) and the startling
noise was 25 or 50 msec, the CS caused an enhanced inhibition of the startle reflex; when the onset delay became
longer than 200 msec, the CS caused an enhancement of
the startle reflex. Nevertheless, neither the present study
nor our previous studies (J. Huang et al., 2007; N. X. Li
et al., 2008; Zou et al., 2007) have shown any enhancing
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effects of the conditioned acoustic prepulse on startle, suggesting that the PPI-enhancing effect of the conditioned
prepulse overpowered any potential startle-enhancing effect of the conditioned prepulse under the experimental
conditions used in our studies. Note that there are several
important differences between the Davis et al. study and
our studies, including the difference in prepulse modality
(light stimulus vs. acoustic stimulus) and the differences
in conditioning procedure (e.g., 500-msec footshock duration vs. 3-msec footshock duration). Particularly, the onset
intervals between the prepulse and startling noise used in
our studies were restricted to the range in which marked
PPI is induced (less than 210 msec). To further confirm
the enhancing effect of a conditioned acoustic prepulse on
rats’ PPI when neither the prepulse energy level nor the
masker energy level is substantially changed, the present
study for the first time examined whether the precedenceeffect-induced perceptual separation between the prepulse
and noise masker enhances PPI.
In humans, the precedence-effect-induced perceived
spatial separation between target speech and masker facilitates selective attention to the signal stream and improves recognition of target speech (e.g., Freyman et al.,
1999; Y. Huang et al., 2008; L. Li et al., 2004; Rakerd
et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2005). Moreover, the unmasking effect of perceived spatial separation depends on the masker
type. When the masker is steady state speech spectrum
noise, which induces energetic masking of target speech,
the perceived spatial separation produces a smaller (but
significant) release of target speech from masking (Freyman et al., 1999; L. Li et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2005; for
the concept of energetic masking, see a recent review by
Schneider, Li, & Daneman, 2007). When the masker is
disruptive speech, which induces both energetic and informational masking of target speech, the perceived spatial separation produces a marked release of target speech
from masking (Freyman et al., 1999; L. Li et al., 2004;
Wu et al., 2005; for the concept of informational masking, see the review by Schneider et al., 2007). Thus, perceived spatial separation between the signal and masker,
which does not substantially change the SNR at the listener’s ear, reduces both informational masking and energetic masking with different extents. It is of interest to
know whether, in rats, the effect of perceived separation
on PPI becomes even larger when the background masker
is informational.
It should be noted that any perceptual cues, as long as
they facilitate selective attention to the target, can release
the signal from masking. For example, familiarity with
part of the content of target speech significantly releases
target speech from either noise masking or speech masking, but the release from speech masking is substantially
larger than that from noise masking (Freyman, Balakrishnan, & Helfer, 2004; Yang et al., 2007). Thus, there is still
plenty of space for developing new rat models for studying the effects of selective attention to the prepulse on PPI
in the laboratory animal species.
As was mentioned in the introduction, either perceptual processing of, or selective attention to, the prepulse
enhances PPI in mentally healthy people (Bradley et al.,

2006; Bradley et al., 1993; Filion & Poje, 2003; Grillon
& Davis, 1997; Heekeren et al., 2004; Schell et al., 2000;
Thorne et al., 2005). Previous studies have shown that rats
are able to detect a correlation change between sounds
delivered from two spatially separated locations (J. Huang
et al., 2007) and experience the perceptual fusion of two
correlated sounds delivered from spatially separated locations (e.g., Hoeffding & Harrison, 1979; Kelly, 1974).
The present study has shown that in socially reared rats,
introducing a difference in the interloudspeaker delay
between the fear-conditioned prepulse and the masking
noise significantly enhanced PPI, supporting the view that
the precedence effect can occur in rats. Thus, rats may be
able to use the perceptual segregation between prepulse
and masker images to improve detection/perception of the
conditioned prepulse, leading to enhanced PPI. In other
words, rats may have the ability to unmask target signals
in noisy, reverberant environments by perceptually integrating correlated sound waves. In this study, random
pairing of the prepulse with footshock did not enhance
PPI. This result suggests that if the prepulse was not fear
conditioned, due to the lack of ecological value of the prepulse, it was not selectively attended by rats during the
presentation of the noise masker, even though perceived
spatial separation between the prepulse and the masker
could be experienced in rats across all the subgroups.
Thus, the top-down regulating process must be essential
for causing a marked effect of perceived spatial separation
on PPI.
Also as was mentioned in the introduction, PPI protects the early process of the prepulse stimulus from interference by extraneous stimuli. The results of this study
further confirm the tight relationship between sensory
gating and perceptual processing and may be useful for
improving animal models of schizophrenia. Impaired
attentional modulation of PPI has been found in schizophrenic patients and schizotypal personality disordered
subjects (Dawson et al., 1993; Hazlett et al., 2003; Hazlett
et al., 2007), and schizophrenic patients are more vulnerable to both forward masking and backward masking with
noise (Kallstrand et al., 2002). Thus, an important issue
is whether the conditional modulation and/or perceptual
modulation of PPI is useful for improving animal models
for studying schizophrenia. Clearly, further neurophysiological, neuroanatomical, and neuropharmacological approaches are needed to combine with the PPI modulation
model established in this study.
It has been known that, in rats, isolation rearing results
in various schizophrenic-like cognitive/behavioral abnormalities, including spontaneous hyperactivity in open-field
environments, recognition memory deficits, reduced PPI,
deficits in attentional set-shifting performance (impaired
inhibitory control in attentional selection), and impaired
reversal learning in the rotating T-maze (e.g., Arakawa,
2005; Bianchi et al., 2006; Cilia et al., 2005; Geyer,
Wilkinson, Humby, & Robbins, 1993; Jones, Marsden,
& Robbins, 1991; Lapiz, Mateo, & Parker, 2000; N. X. Li
et al., 2007; N. X. Li et al., 2008; McLean et al., in press;
Paulus, Bakshi, & Geyer, 1998; Reboucas & Schmidek,
1997; Schrijver & Würbel, 2001; van den Buuse et al.,
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2003; Varty & Geyer, 1998; Varty, Paulus, Braff, & Geyer,
2000; Weiss, Domeney, Moreau, Russig, & Feldon, 2001;
Wilkinson et al., 1994; for a recent review, see Fone &
Porkess, 2008). Thus, an important issue is how these
previously reported isolation-induced deficits are associated with the impairment of PPI enhancement induced by
perceptual separation between a conditioned prepulse and
noise masker in isolation-reared rats.
In the present study, as was mentioned in the Method
section, when the signal and masking noise were copresented in a testing session, the onset of the noise presented
from the left loudspeaker either led or lagged behind that
from the right loudspeaker by 1 msec, leading to a single
fused noise image being perceived at either the left or the
right loudspeaker throughout the session. However, the
leading loudspeaker for the prepulse presentation randomly changed between the two loudspeakers across trials in the session, leading to a single fused prepulse image
whose perceived position randomly changed between the
two loudspeakers across trials. In a testing session with the
right loudspeaker as the leading loudspeaker for the noise
presentation, for example, the salience of the prepulse
image would be lower when the prepulse image was colocated with the noise image at the right loudspeaker, but
higher when the prepulse image was perceived as being
at the left loudspeaker. Thus, after the prepulse became
fear conditioned (ecologically significant), the rat with
social rearing would allocate more attentional resource to
the position of the left loudspeaker with the more salient
prepulse image in this testing session, thereby leading to
higher PPI magnitude when the prepulse and noise were
perceived as separated. In addition, since the noise image
continuously occurred at the right loudspeaker in this testing session, the rat would need to inhibit the attentiondrawing influence of the noise image in order to maintain selective spatial attention to the prepulse image at
the left loudspeaker. Due to the impairment of inhibitory
control in attentional selection caused by isolation rearing (McLean et al., in press; Schrijver & Würbel, 2001),
isolation-reared rats might not be able to efficiently shift
and/or maintain selective attention to the location with the
more salient target image.
In rats, isolation rearing also results in substantial
changes in neural structures/neurotransmissions (e.g.,
Barr et al., 2004; Dalley, Theobald, Pereira, Li, & Robbins, 2002; Day-Wilson, Jones, Southam, Cilia, & Totterdell, 2006; Harte et al., 2004; Heidbreder et al., 2001;
Heidbreder et al., 2000; Jones, Hernandez, Kendall,
Marsden, & Robbins, 1992; Jones et al., 1991; Lapiz
et al., 2000; Muchimapura, Mason, & Marsden, 2003;
Preece, Dalley, & Theobald, 2004; Silva-Gomez, Rojas,
Juarez, & Flores, 2003; Whitaker-Azmitia, Zhou, Hobin,
& Borella, 2000; for a recent review, see Fone & Porkess,
2008). Particularly, it results in both structure abnormalities (Day-Wilson et al., 2006; Melendez, Gregory, Bardo,
& Kalivas, 2004; Preece et al., 2004) and neurotransmitter abnormalities (involving serotonin, dopamine, and
glutamate; Dalley et al., 2002; Heidbreder et al., 2001;
Jones et al., 1992; Jones et al., 1991; Leng, Feldon, & Ferger, 2004; Melendez et al., 2004) in the medial prefrontal

cortex (mPFC). Functionally, the rat’s mPFC is involved
in attentional control (e.g., Wall & Messier, 2001). Thus,
in the isolation-reared rats used in this study, isolationrearing-caused mPFC abnormalities, which impaired
the attentional-control function, would be directly associated with the lack of precedence-effect-induced PPI
enhancement.
On the basis of postulation by Weinberger (1987), the
prefrontal cortex, which is typically implicated in schizophrenia, reaches its anatomical and functional maturity
only in early adulthood. If early neurological injuries in
the prefrontal cortex occur before prefrontal maturity, the
effects of the injuries may remain silent until the prefrontal cortex matures. This neurodevelopmental hypothesis
of schizophrenia emphasizes that certain early-life environmental factors can have substantial influence upon processes of prefrontal maturation. Thus, whether isolationinduced damage to the prefrontal cortex causes the lack
of the effect of perceived separation on PPI in isolationreared rats will be an important issue in future studies.
Moreover, studies using functional magnetic resonance
imaging have suggested that abnormalities in functional
connections between the mPFC and parietal cortex are
involved in schizophrenia (e.g., Callicott et al., 1998;
Tan et al., 2006). In Mongolian gerbils, isolation rearing reduces the axonal projections from the mPFC to the
parietal cortex (Bagorda, Teuchert-Noodt, & Lehmann,
2006). It has been known that the parietal cortex in humans is involved in the modulation of spatial attention by
fear-conditioned stimuli (Armony & Dolan, 2002), and
the parietal cortex in rats is involved in maintaining selective attention to signals (Broussard, Sarter, & Givens,
2006; Corwin & Reep, 1998). Although it is still unclear
whether isolation rearing in rats causes dysconnection between the mPFC and the parietal cortex, and even neural
damage to the parietal cortex, in future studies it will be
important to address whether multimodal parietal regions
of rats, such as the posterior parietal cortex, contribute to
the precedence-effect-induced enhancement of PPI.
The results of this study also show that after the extinction manipulation, PPI decreased to the preconditioning
level when the noise masker was not presented, but the
PPI enhancement induced by perceived spatial separation
under noise masking was still significant in socially reared
rats. This resistance of PPI enhancement induced by perceived spatial separation to the extinction manipulation
suggests that separation-induced PPI enhancement and
fear-conditioning-induced PPI enhancement do not share
the same underlying mechanisms. Thus, isolation rearing
may cause impairments of PPI modulations at different
cognitive levels, and these impairments of PPI modulations may be useful for advancing the animal model for
studying the biological and developmental mechanisms
underlying schizophrenia.
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